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Marcelo Moscheta

The nature

we are

With Francesco Petrarch’s brief epistolary account of his
ascent of Mount Ventoux, the aesthetic genre of writing
on landscape is born. From the summit, he can observe
the vastness of the different regions as far as the eye can
see. As has been said elsewhere, there is something profoundly modern in this account, which has to do with the
naturalist quality of Petrarch’s gaze. If the author’s ability to articulate his impressions follows in the tradition of
seeing the world according to a divine order, the need to
look at it honestly, to find words for the physical experience, provokes within him an anguish that reveals the
undermining of that tradition. Either way, it is interesting
that the sensory experience of the landscape feeds the
ability to think. From the Italian poet’s letter of the fourteenth century, I wish to raise some points to help us to
focus our own gaze on the characteristics of Marcelo Moscheta’s work in its relationship to the landscape.
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Babilônia, 2018. Lithographic stones and iron, 66x61 cm. Photography: Edouard Fraipont

“The landscape is haunted by the infinite”
Jean-Marc Besse, Views on the globe, 2006
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One of these points is the awareness that there is
something indefatigable in nature, an immenseness
that unfurls the potential of the senses, and can only
be perceived as a relationship with the infinite. And this
awareness leads us back to an internal reflection on the
external, delimiting a distance that will always be insurmountable, but which in Moscheta’s works is offset in the
constant movement between belonging to nature and
its observation. Petrarch, faced with the conflict between
interior and exterior, tries to find in St. Augustine a solution to the impasse of his anguish over the will to know,
by renouncing being worldly and recognising the value of
truth in the soul, in the greatness of interiority. In Moscheta, occupying space and reflecting on that occupation
are continuous actions, to be is to move between what is
sensed and what is intelligible.
His work recovers something of this act of creating a
landscape, a space, a place that, as a slice of reality, is
equally a way of looking at that reality and a way of looking at oneself, an essential divide, which the landscape
establishes and deepens in the fracture between the
natural and cultural. If that fracture and its consequent
questioning are an inevitable outcome of the landscape,
in Moscheta’s work there is a constant search for ways
to deal with it, to transform it into something that, in the
fluid and experimental sweep of contemporary art, resembles a topographical will. It is not so much affirming
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(above)
O Tempo, 2018. printing with pigmented mineral ink
on Awagami Kozo Thick White 110 g, paper, imbuia wood and
concrete, 56x52x17 cm. Photography: Edouard Fraipont
(below)
Rejeito, 2020. Ceramics, 300x300x25 cm

the landscape but exploring the anxieties and contradictions of the act of standing in front of nature, without naively refusing the instrumentalised perspective of culture,
as this is necessary to contemplate the human act upon
nature and the processes of art. However, without naivety, the perception of distance also prevents us from finding, in the fracture itself, in its eternally inherent tension,
the path back to wonderment, an amazement about
that to which we belong, without being able to embrace
or put a name to it.
In the work Rejeito, the tension can be felt in the apparent lightness of the dry foliage, a tumultuous and
cushioning layer of the organic and an entropic or cyclic
character that, in the work, contrasts with the sculptural
matter. The elements acquire other contours in the perceived weight of the foliage displayed in clay, in the geometric placing reminiscent of Carl Andre’s work, and in
the concentration of energy that alludes to a notion of
permanence.
It should come as no surprise that certain aspects of
his research are devoted to territorial limits, which can
sometimes take as reference naturally established markers such as rivers. His works on geographical or political
borders could be interpreted as duplications of this more
subtle confrontation, between the discontinuity of the
exposed individual – which, in his consciousness, is no
more than slicing, a framing – and the continuity of life
that can only be perceived in time, which permeates us
not as a straight line but as infinite branches and crossings, fluvial erotica. Their displacement and movement
across the land also creates imaginary and real lines, in
the erasure of the human footprint and in the imagining
of travel routes. Something indefinable about this practice is a continuous act of drawing which, in order to be
so, almost always demands the transformation of the
point into a line, into friction.
The painting Toda pedra é uma pequena montanha
underlines these aspects of time, of invisible borders and
transformation. Partly due to the movement of matter
that marks the geographical characteristics of the region,
in being stone, something immutable, in its cyclical processes that are incapable of corrupting any of its essence.
On the other hand, we can imagine the stone itself, as a
geographical accident, as part of these fluid boundaries,
as the surface of human movements and their safe passage, which we feel in the bruteness of the quicklime that
writes in the Mirandese language.
Moscheta’s approach to nature sidesteps the cultural ordering of the modern classifier, inventor and archaeologist, he who appears reinvented in his work, and
seeks affinities with ancestral cultures, whose methods
and technologies are shaped by a visceral relationship
with the earth, with the soil, with the raw material of the
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(above)
Toda pedra é uma pequena montanha, 2018. Whitewash painting
on stone, 200x300 cm
(below)
A História Natural e Outras Ruínas. (capítulo 15), 2018.
Photolite, iron plate, encyclopedia page and wood, 45x120x3 cm.
Photography: Edouard Fraipont

world, trying to accommodate its astonishing fragility, in
the way of dealing with what is clearly beyond us. Fragile
nature, fragile culture. In the ecstasy of civilisation, the
effort that goes into its practices often erases both what
was defined by humankind and what was not. Languages and ways of seeing the world also become ruins. The
experience of his work does not guarantee any reconciliation with nature. But it reminds us of a belonging that has
been suffocated by the present-day order and awakens
a revitalising ethical possibility through the experience of
art. //
* PhD student in Contemporary Art at Colégio das Artes
University of Coimbra / Partnership Umbigo Colégio
das Artes.
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